We consider the version of a colouring game introduced by Bodlaender [On the complexity of some colorings games, Internat. J. Found. Comput. Sci. 2 (1991) 133-147]. We combine the concepts: this game and the generalised colouring of graphs as follows. The two players are Alice and Bob and they play alternatively with Alice having the first move. Let be given a graph G and an ordered set of hereditary properties (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ). The players take turns colouring G with colours from {1, . . . , n} such that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n the induced subgraph G [V i ] (V i is the set of vertices of G with colour i) has the property P i after each move of the players. If after |V (G)| moves the graph G is (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n )-partitioned (generalised coloured) then Alice wins. In this case, we say that the graph G has the property P 1 · · · P n . We characterise the class O O of graphs and we give an answer to a question, for k 
Introduction and notation
All graphs considered in this paper are simple, i.e., finite, undirected, loopless and without multiple edges. The notation H ⊆ G means that H is a subgraph of G. We say that G contains H whenever G contains a subgraph isomorphic to H. The distance between two vertices v and u is denoted by d (v, u) .
For undefined concepts we refer the reader to [5, 10] . Let N denote the set of positive integers. Let G be a
graph. A function f : V (G) → N is a colouring of G if f (v) = f (u) whenever vu ∈ E(G).
We consider the two-players game defined as follows. The two players are Alice and Bob and they play alternatively with Alice having the first move. Given a graph G and a set C of colours, the players take turns colouring G with colours from C. If after |V (G)| moves the graph is coloured then Alice wins, otherwise Bob wins, i.e., Bob wins whenever an impass is reached before the whole graph is coloured.
The game chromatic number of G, denoted by g (G) , is defined as the least cardinality of C for which Alice has a winning strategy. The number g (G) is well defined since we have (G) g 
(G) |V (G)|.
The game chromatic number of a graph was first introduced by Bodlaender, who studied its computational complexity, in [1] . Bodlaender also showed that g (T ) 5 holds for any tree T and exhibits trees with g (T ) 4. In [8] Bodlaender's bound has been improved to g (T ) 4. Kierstead and Trotter proved in [12] that g (G) 33 for every planar graph G and that the maximum game chromatic number an outerplanar graph is between 6 and 8. The existence of an upper bound for planar graphs was conjectured by Bodlaender. The bound for planar graphs was later improved by Dinski and Zhu in [7] to g (G) 30. Next, Zhu [14] reduced this bound to 19. Later Kierstead [11] got a bound of 18. In [9] the upper bound of the maximum game chromatic number of outerplanar graphs was reduced from 8 to 7.
The edge-colouring version of this game was considered by Cai and Zhu [4] . Nešetřil and Sopena [13] introduced the concept of an oriented version of this game and developed some technique for bounding the oriented game chromatic number.
We denote by I the class of all finite simple graphs. A graph property is a nonempty isomorphism-closed subclass of I. (We also say that a graph G has the property P if G ∈ P.) A property P of graphs is called hereditary if it is closed under subgraphs, i.e., if H ⊆ G and G ∈ P imply H ∈ P.
Given hereditary properties
Let us denote by L the set of all hereditary properties of graphs. The set L is partially ordered by the set inclusion.
In this paper, we are interested in some other version of this game. We combine the concepts of this game and the generalised colouring of graphs as follows.
The two players are Alice and Bob and they play alternatively with Alice having the first move. Let be given a graph G and an ordered set of hereditary properties (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n ). The players take turns colouring G with colours from {1, . . . , n} such that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n the induced subgraph G [V i ] (V i is the set of vertices of G with colour i) has the property P i after each move of the players. If after |V (G)| moves the graph G is (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n )-partitioned (generalised coloured), then Alice wins. In this case, we say that a graph G has the property P 1 · · · P n . Bob wins whenever an impass is reached before the whole graph is generalised coloured.
The above defined game we call (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n )-game for short. A property P ∈ L is said to be game reducible if there exist P 1 , P 2 ∈ L such that P = P 1 P 2 , otherwise P is called game irreducible.
For a given game irreducible property P ∈ L, a game reducible property R ∈ L is called a minimal game reducible bound for P if P ⊆ R and for each game reducible property R ⊂ R, P R .
We list some properties using the notation of [2, 3] to introduce the notions used in the paper. Let k be a nonnegative integer.
It is easy to see that O k ⊆ D k and the inclusion is strict, except k = 0.
A Characterisation of game bipartite graphs
Now we introduce the concept of the game-colour-critical graphs which corresponds, in some sense, to the colourcritical graphs.
Let k 2 be an integer. A graph G is said to be k-game-colour-critical if k is the smallest integer such that g (G) k and Alice has a winning strategy with C = {1, . . . , k − 1} but with the first move of Bob.
Lemma 1. Let H be a 3-game-colour-critical graph of even order and let H be of odd order with
Proof. We shall give a winning strategy for Alice. In the first move, Alice marks a vertex of H according to her winning strategy on H . Alice colours the vertices of H until Bob colours the first vertex of H. She plays on H if and only if Bob has played on H in his previous move. It is always realizable since H is of odd order. Since H is 3-game-colour-critical, then g (G) 2. Definition 1. Let B denote the class of all bipartite graphs G with the following properties:
It is easy to see that above given conditions imply connectedness of G ∈ B. For example, P 4 , C 4 and K n,n − nK 2 , n 3, are elements of B. Now we characterise all elements of B.
Lemma 2.
Let n 2, m 3, and let
Proof. Let G be a graph with properties (1) and (2) 
Hence G, a bipartite graph, is obtained from K n,m , n 2, m 3 by deleting some edges. Suppose that the deleted edges do not form a matching, i.e., at least two adjacent edges e 1 , e 2 are deleted. Let e 1 = xz, e 2 = yz. Since G is bipartite, then x, y are in the same colour class while z in other one. It is easy to see that for x there does not exist a vertex u such that the set {x, u} is dominating in G. If u = z then y is not dominated; if u = z then z or y is not dominated in G. Hence, G is obtained from K n,m , n 2, m 3 by deleting a matching, possibly empty.
Let n < m and G be a graph obtained from K n,m = (V 1 , V 2 , E) by deleting a matching M saturating the colour class V 1 , |V 1 | = n. Let U ⊂ V 2 be a set of vertices not incident with any edge of M. It is easy to see that for any vertex u of U there does not exist a vertex x of G such that {u, x} is a dominating set in G. Thus, the matching M cannot saturate any colour class of K n,m . If |M| n − 1 and x ∈ V 1 is a vertex unsaturated by M, then for any vertex u ∈ U the set {u, x} is dominating in G. For other vertices of G dominating sets are formed by ends of edges of M.
Let n = m. In this case any matching M of K n,n is extendable to a perfect matching M ⊃ M. Ends of edges of M form required the dominating sets of G.
Let us introduce the following notation. If Alice colours a vertex v by a colour c at move k, then it will be denoted by A k : ={f (v) = c}. Similarly, Bob's colouring will be denoted by B k .
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph. Then G ∈ B if and only if G is 3-game-colour-critical.

Proof. (⇒)
Let G ∈ B and C = {1, 2} and Bob has the first move, say B 1 : ={f (v) = 1}. Then Alice chooses a vertex u such that N (u) ∩ N(v) = ∅ which together with v forms a dominating set in G (it follows from Lemma 2) and colours A 1 : ={f (u) = 2}. The colour of all remaining vertices of G is determined. Hence G is 3-game-colour-critical.
(⇐) Let G be a connected 3-game-colour-critical graph. It follows that condition (1) of Definition 1 holds. Now it is enough to prove that G satisfies condition (2) . Suppose the theorem is false and G is a counterexample, i.e., there is v 0 ∈ V (G) such that for any u ∈ V (G), u = v 0 the set {v 0 , u} is not dominating in G. Let C = {1, 2} and let Bob have the first move with B 1 : ={f (v 0 ) = 1}. Then Alice chooses a vertex u and colours A 1 : ={f (u) = i}, where i ∈ {1, 2}. Since G is connected and {u, v 0 } is not a dominating set in G, then it follows that there is a vertex N (u) , then Bob colours w with a colour other than u is coloured. Again the vertex adjacent to both u and w cannot be coloured. In both cases Alice does not have a winning strategy, a contradiction. 
Theorem 2. G ∈ O O if and only if G is a star forest or
G = G 1 ∪ · · · ∪ G t ∪ H ,
Proof. (⇒)
Let G ∈ O O. We consider two cases: (1) suppose that G is a star forest. Alice's strategy: choose an uncoloured centre of a star and colour it with an admissible colour. If Bob colours some vertex in a star which is not a centre, Alice has to colour the centre of this star, if it has not been coloured yet. Obviously, such a strategy of Alice forces a proper colouring of all vertices of G.
(2) Assume that G is not a star forest. Then P 4 ⊆ G. Since G ∈ O O, thus G is not connected, otherwise Bob has a winning strategy. Let G = G 1 ∪ · · · ∪ G r ∪ · · · ∪ G p and G i ⊇ P 4 for i = 1, . . . , r and G j P 4 for j = r + 1, . . . , p, p 2. G i which is not 3-game-colour-critical for some i = 1, . . . , r, then g (G) 3.
Claim. If there is
Proof of Claim. Without loss of generality assume that G 1 is not 3-game-colour-critical. Since G i is connected and P 4 ⊆ G 1 for i = 1, . . . , r, then each vertex of G i is contained in some P 4 . If Alice in the first move colours a vertex of some G i ', then Bob colours a vertex of G i which has a common neighbour (on P 4 ) with the vertex coloured by Alice using another colour than Alice did; thus, Claim follows. If in the first move Alice colours a vertex of G j , j > r, then Bob chooses the vertex v 0 of G 1 for which there does not exist a vertex formed together with v 0 a dominating set in G 1 and colours it. Suppose Alice chooses (in the second move) a vertex u 0 (in G 1 or not) then in any case there is a vertex
Bob colours x using a colour other than the colour v 0 or u 0 , respectively. Thus, a third colour is necessary to colour the common neighbour of v 0 and x or u 0 and x, and the claim follows.
Thus, G i is 3-game-colour-critical for all i = 1, . . . , r. Hence, the same strategy of Alice as in Lemma 1 forces a proper colouring G. Obviously, if t = 1, then the parity of the order of G 1 can be arbitrary because H is a star forest of odd order; but when t 2 only an even order of each G i , 1 i t and an odd order of H guarantee for Alice's strategy and any strategy of Bob a proper colouring G.
(⇐) It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.
Generalised game on forests
We shall describe the winning strategy of Alice. Suppose that, in the process of the game, the graph F is partially coloured. Let F be a graph obtained from F by deleting all edges with ends coloured different colours. We define a trunk T of F to be a maximal subtree of F such that every coloured vertex of T with colour 1 or 2 is a leaf of T.
The collection of trunks of F can be obtained as follows: at first, delete all edges with ends coloured differently. Alice's goal is in choosing the next vertex to colour such that, after she coloured the chosen vertex, each of the trunks of partially coloured F has at most two coloured vertices. Suppose that Alice can achieve this goal. Then after Bob colours a vertex, each trunk T i of the partially coloured F has at most three coloured vertices. Therefore, at any moment of the game, each uncoloured vertex has at most three coloured neighbours in F. Hence, it can be coloured with one of the colours {1, 2, 3} and Alice wins the game.
It remains to show that Alice can choose the next vertex to colour in such a way that, after colouring that vertex, each of the trunks T i of the partially coloured F has at most two coloured vertices. Now, suppose that Bob colours a vertex x of the trunk T j . We may assume that T j has two coloured vertices. (The case when after Bob's move there is no trunk with three coloured vertices is trivial.)
First, we will show that after Bob's move there is at most one trunk, which has three coloured vertices. If the vertex x is adjacent to two coloured vertices, then at least one of them, say y, has colour other than x. Then the edge xy is deleted from T j . The trunk T j is partitioned into smaller trunks and all trunks still have at most two coloured vertices. If the vertex x is adjacent to one coloured vertex y, which has been coloured with a colour other than x, then similarly as above the edge xy is deleted from T j and T j is partitioned into smaller trunks. If the vertex y is coloured with the same colour as the vertex x (x and y are coloured with the colour 3), then the trunk T j has three coloured vertices. Now, assume that the vertex x is not adjacent to a coloured vertex. In the case, when x is not a leaf of T j and x is coloured with the colour 1 or 2, then after x being coloured, T j is partitioned into smaller trunks, at most one of them has three coloured vertices. In all other cases (i.e., x is not a leaf and f (x) = 3 or x is a leaf coloured with one of the three colours) T j is the trunk, which has three coloured vertices.
After Bob's move there is a trunk, say T i , which contains three coloured vertices, say x, y, z. Suppose that there is a path which contains these vertices. Let P xz be the x − z-path and y ∈ V (P xz ). Since |V (P xz )| 4, it follows that the vertex y has an uncoloured neighbour u in V (P xz ). Alice colours the vertex u with a colour other than y. This move will partition T i into smaller trunks, each having at most two coloured vertices.
If there is no path which contains x, y, z, then let P xy , P yz and P xz be the x − y-path, y − z-path, and x − z-path of T i , respectively. Then the intersection of P xy , P yz and P xz consists of exactly one vertex, say u. Alice colours the vertex u. If it is possible, she colours the vertex u with the colour 1 or 2. Then T i is partitioned into smaller trunks, each having at most two coloured vertices. Such a move is impossible when u is adjacent to a vertex of colour 1 and to a vertex of the colour 2. We assume without loss of generality that the vertex x is coloured with the colour 1 and the vertex y is coloured with the colour 2. Then Alice colours the vertex u with the colour 3. After this move the edges ux and uy are deleted from T i and the trunk T i is partitioned into three smaller trunks, each having at most two coloured vertices.
Hence, Alice indeed can achieve the goal that, after her move, each trunk of the partially coloured F has at most two coloured vertices.
Added in the revised form: Theorem 3 improves the result of [6] that every tree is (O 1 O 1 O 1 )-game colourable. Let T 1 be the tree in Fig. 1 Proof. Let F be a graph formed by two vertex disjoined copies of T. We shall prove that if Alice and Bob play (O, SF)-game on the graph F then Bob has a winning strategy. In the first move Bob chooses a component other than Alice has chosen and his move is B 1 : ={f (z) = 2} (After Bob's move, z is the only coloured vertex of this component.) (see also Fig. 2) .
Suppose that in the second move Alice colours one of the neighbours of z with the colour 2. Let v be the vertex coloured by Alice in the second move A 2 : ={f (v) = 2}. Then Bob colours one of the neighbours of v with the colour 2. Thus, the partially coloured F contains T 1 . Hence by Lemma 3 Bob wins.
Suppose that in the second move Alice does not colour the neighbours of z with the colour 2. Then one of the sets of vertices {x 1 , x 2 , y 1 } or {x 3 , x 4 , y 2 } is the set of uncoloured vertices. We assume without loss of generality that vertices x 1 , x 2 , y 1 are uncoloured. Then the second Bob's move is B 2 : ={f (y 1 ) = 2}. After the third Alice's move Bob can choose x 1 or x 2 and colours it with 2. Then after the third Bob's move the partially coloured F contains T 1 . Hence Bob wins.
Final remarks and open problems
(1) Zhu [14] posed the following.
Question. Suppose g (G) = k. Is it true that for any k > k, if the colour set C has cardinality k , then Alice has a winning strategy for the game played on G?
It is not hard to see that, by Theorem 2, the answer to Question is positive for k = 2. The problem of finding more game reducible bounds for D 1 and for some other classes of graphs it seems to be interesting but hard. A new approach to building the winning strategies for Alice or Bob is necessary.
